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                                                     Mapping The Path

Mia's Map   Every day in my work, I bear witness to 
people's fascinating life journeys.  Sadly, these timelines are 
often peppered with harmful influences, including 
suppression of those warning signs that something's amiss. 

Even when treating youngsters, there can be a long history 
to trace.  Their inherited gut flora, for example, or the spirit 
in which they were conceived and born or perhaps an ill-
suited medical intervention could all compromise health. 

One mother from my practice permits me to share how her 
son's complex mix of epilepsy and severe allergies spurred 
her to adopt a new world-view.  Now immersed in finding 
root solutions, professional homeopathic care features 
alongside a diet aimed at healing the child's gut-brain axis, 
and a dedicated abstinence from environmental stressors.  

Alongside the total commitment to her little boy's recovery, 
she also reports bouts of regret because of the 
unintentional damage sustained early on by his immune 
system.  And alongside the love, days of sheer exhaustion.  

One such day, the mother exclaimed that she was feeling 
lost, to which Mia, her 9 year old daughter, responded -

“It's ok mum, we just need a map to help us find our way 
back to where things started to go wrong.  Then we can 
start again from there.”

The Organon – Book of Reasoning   Back in 19th 
century Germany, a doctor and philosopher called Samuel 
Hahnemann was thinking along similar lines.  He wrote his 
ideas in a book called the Organon of the Medical 
Art, of which the very first paragraph is about a 
movement towards health.   

Like Mia, he understood that in order to heal the 
symptoms we have today, it is salient to 

resolve past wounds first. He also noticed that symptoms 
often shift location during healing, for instance moving from 
deep inside the body to its surface or progressing from 
improved spirits to better physical health.  Many such clinical 
examples are recorded in his work on Chronic Diseases.

A later homeopath, Constantine Hering, expanded on 
Hahnemann's observations on the direction towards health 
and the opposite direction towards illness.  Later still, the 
patterns were somewhat formalised under the title 'Hering's 
Law of Cure.'  Some of those patterns are illustrated overleaf 
(How Are You Driving?) and might well bear relevance to 
your experience of homeopathic treatment today.

Are We Nearly There Yet?   For clarity, Hering's 
commentary is not an immovable law and we homeopaths 
are not interested in the finality of curing  per se.  We are, 
however, well-versed in the fluidity of the road to wellness.

In homeopathic practice, we try not to patch up hurts but to 
track them as they evolve and resolve throughout our whole 
being.  As a patient or parent, you play an interactive part in 
complementing this philosophy by managing any dynamic 
changes in the most appropriate manner at the time they 
emerge.

This may require a major shift from seeing symptoms as 
fearsome to welcoming them as allies.  It might involve a 
new understanding of colds and fevers, fostering patience, 
resisting suppression, learning to rest adequately or 
reassessing any toxic chemicals or damaging dialogues in 
your family's sphere.  And of course, it will involve keeping 
your homeopath updated to monitor your progress en route. 

For Mia's mum, the shift has brought her to a place of 
renewed purpose and of feeling “so grateful for this journey, 
as our darkest moment will become somebody else's light.”

So journey well, and see you soon.
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HOW ARE YOU DRIVING?
During the long-term 
treatment of a chronic 
condition, it is common for 
a homeopath to clock a 
timeline of potential 
contribtors to disease.  

In treating long-tem, 
chronic cases, a 
homeopath watches out 
for patterns such as these, 
which could be indicative 
of restoration in progress. 

Towards Hospital Corners:   Allopathically thinking, 
if a condition such as eczema goes out of sight in 
response to suppressive creams, the treatment 
might be deemed successful.  But following such 
suppression, new expressions such as asthma can 
manifest, and a pattern often develops of chasing 
symptoms from one body part to another, and a 
rally of appointments with various specialists.  

Down a Cul-de-sac:  After chasing expressions of 
dis-ease long and hard enough, we can find 
ourselves in a very tight space indeed.  Antibiotics, 
antacids, antifungals and antidepressants are 
understood to suppress the body's efforts to 
communicate.  They potentially disturb the health 
of the gut-brain axis too, and in turn, we often face 
serious consequences to our overall health.

From the Core Outwards:  Under homeopathic 
care, internal symptoms sometimes improve 
before more external ones.  For example a 
stomach ulcer might resolve before mouth ulcers 
subside.  To boot, if a healing response is thrown to 
the surface, we might experience increased sweat 
or urine or a surfacing anger or skin eruption, any 
of which can signal a positive energetic reaction.

Home in Reverse Gear:   Our car's gearbox once 
broke and we had to reverse all the way home 
from Pentre to Ysbyty Ifan. C'est la vie, maybe, but 
homeopathic healing can also happen in reverse 
order so that a recently suppressed symptom 
briefly reappears, followed by the temporary 
return and resolve of older symptoms, one by one, 
up till the home stretch towards the here and now. 

Underground:   Rather than seeing symptoms as 
our allies and working with  them, the allopathic 
road often leads to war.  In its trenches, warts are 
burned, grief is swallowed, viruses suppressed.  
Consequently, the energy that facilitated the 
original expression of dis-ease must find new ways 
of communicating its needs.  Alas, the terrain 
might now be murkier and rather more sinister.  

On the Open Road:   General improvements such 
as sounder sleep, a healthier appetite or renewed 
sense of purpose are often reported in response to 
homeopathic medicine.  These changes sometimes 
occur before any improvement in more objective 
complaints, including the ones that brought you to 
a homeopath in the first place.  So, are we nearly 
there yet?  In due course of the journey.  Go well.   
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